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Quantum entanglement provides a novel way to test short distance physics in the nonrelativistic regime.
We will provide a protocol to potentially test new physics by bringing two charged massive particle
interferometers adjacent to each other. Being charged, the two superpositions will be entangled via
electromagnetic interactions mediated by the photons, including the Coulomb and the Casimir-Polder
potential. We will bring a method of entanglement based tomography to seek time evolution of very small
entanglement phases to probe new physical effects mediated by hitherto unknown macroscopic forcewhich
might be responsible for entangling the two charged superpositions modeled by the Yukawa type potential.
We will be able to constrain the Yukawa couplings α ≥ 10−35 for r ≥ 10−6 m for new physics occurring in
the electromagnetic sector, and in the gravitational potential αg ≥ 10−8 for r ≥ 10−6 m. Furthermore, our
protocol can also constrain the axionlike particle mass and coupling, which is complimentary to the existing
experimental bounds.
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One critical observation which parts from the classical
world is the notion of quantum entanglement [1,2]. The
latter provides the evidence of quantum correlation which a
classical world cannot replicate. In particular, it is known
that a classical interaction cannot entangle the two quantum
systems (if they were not entangled to begin with) [3]. Since
all the known Standard Model (SM) interactions and
mediators are quantum in nature, entanglement formation
becomes inevitable. The SM interactions are fairly well
constrained by the collider [4], noncollider [5], the electron-
dipole-moment (EDM) [6] experiments. However, there are
consistent efforts in constraining weakly coupled bosons
such as axionlike particle, Majorons, or light dark matter
searches [7,8]. Given these advancements it is now para-
mount to seek a complimentary avenue to test new physics
in the infrared (IR) and in a nonrelativistic (NR) limit.
The aim of this paper will be to provide a simple

quantum-information lead entanglement protocol to confirm
the SM interactions and to probe new physics in the particle
physics and gravitational sectors. Very light and weakly
coupled bosons could couple to the SM degrees of freedom,

such as the axionlike particle, Kaluza-Klein modes from the
extra dimensions, and hidden sector photon [5,7–10].
Axions with varied mass range are also expected in string
theory [11], which provide a significant motivation to look
for these light bosons experimentally. In the NR limit such
corrections will generically yield Yukawa modifications to
the potential mediated by these light bosons either at the tree
or at the loop level [9]. Similarly, the quantum nature of the
graviton within general relativity (GR) and beyond GR also
tend to modify the gravitational potential which can be tested
via entanglement witness [12–15].
In this paper, we will probe the nature of beyond the SM

physics and the gravitational sector by witnessing the
quantum entanglement between the two charged massive
particle interferometers. Specifically, we will assume the
interferometers induce a spatial superposition of size Δx.
For details about explicit schemes of the sorts of inter-
eferometers considered, see Refs. [12,16,17].
To model this, we take an electronic spin in a host crystal,

with a spin-spatial state coupling allowing us to measure the
entanglement. We will assume a nitrogen-vacancy (NV)
centre spin in a diamond nano/microcrystal, although
qualitatively our results and analysis will hold for similar
materials. Wewill further assume that the nanocrystal can be
electrically charged. If we bring another such quantum
superposition of a charged nanocrystal and keep them apart
by a distance d, then the two nanocrystals will be entangled
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via the exchange of a virtual photon (Coulomb), via the
vacuum induced dipole-dipole type interactions mediated
by the two photon exchange giving rise to the Casimir-
Polder (CP) potential [18,19], and any additional particle-
particle interactions which may occur. Since, at sufficiently
short distances both the contributions will dominate the
electromagnetic (EM) interactions, we study how to disen-
tangle or mitigate the EM induced entanglement to probe
new macroscopic forces in the EM sector and in the
graitational sector.
In this paper, we will show that there exists parameter

regions, where we can cancel the entanglement phase due
to the Coulomb and the CP potential, and probe the
configuration where the net entanglement phase due to
the EM induced interactions vanishes (when Δϕem ¼ 2nπ,
for n ¼ 0; 1; 2 � � �). We will then show how by studying the
entanglement entropy in the bipartite system, namely the
von-Neumann entropy, we can probe for unknown force of
nature in the IR. To detect a new force, we consider that the
resulting particle-particle interactions produce different
quantum correlations, which are captured by the time
evolution of the entanglement entropy, i.e., entanglement
based tomography. In general, we will describe this new
force by a Yukawa potential without going into the details
of model building.
Let us consider a setup where we have two charged

nanocrystals, with an embedded, addressable spin, we
will assume that they have the same mass m with a
radius R ¼ ð3m=4πρÞ1=3 where ρ ¼ 3.5 × 103 kgm−3 is
the density of the nanocrystals, similar to that of the
diamond, see Fig. 1. Each mass, labeled a and b, will be
assumed to have a net charge ðqae; qbeÞwhere qi ∈ Z and
e is the charge of an electron. The interactions are
expected to be in the IR and are thus limited to EM,
gravitational and the unknown interactions mediated by
beyond SM quanta. Since the nanocrystals have diamag-
netic properties, typical for a diamond, there will be a CP
potential on top of the Coulomb interaction. These will be
the dominant EM interactions the crystals will face at
relatively short distances, but still in the IR. The known
potentials are

UcpðxÞ ¼ −
23ℏc
4π

ϵ − 1

ϵþ 2

R6

ðx − 2RÞ7 ð1Þ

UcðxÞ ¼
e2

4πε0

qaqb
x

ð2Þ

where ϵ is the diamagnetic susceptibility. We consider the
masses to be placed in a spatial superposition of size Δx in
the parallel arrangement as shown in Fig. 1. For this
configuration of masses, the joint quantum state of the

spins jΨð0Þi ¼ 1
2
ðj↑;↑i þ j↓;↓i þ j↑;↓i þ j↓;↑iÞ will

evolve to [12,13]1:

jΨðtÞi ¼ 1

2
½j↑;↑i þ j↓;↓i þ eiΔϕðd;rÞðj↑;↓i þ j↓;↑iÞ�

where the phase ϕ is determined by the interaction
considered: ϕiðxÞ ¼ ðt=ℏÞUiðxÞ, see [15,16], and is a
function of the particle-particle distance d between the
j↑ia and j↑ib states (which is the same as that for the joint
state j↓;↓i) and Δϕðd; rÞ ¼ ϕðrÞ − ϕðdÞ where r ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2 þ Δx2

p
is the particle-particle distance for the joint

states j↑;↓i (and equivalently j↓;↑i). As such, there is
only one important phase Δϕðd;ΔxÞ, which dictates
whether or not the masses are entangled, which is why
this arrangement is preferred. Further to these potentials,
we will consider as an example of the Yukawa potential
where we will constrain ðα; λÞ, see [9,10].

UYðxÞ ¼ αe−x=λ=x; ð3Þ

α dictates the interaction strength of the new physics and λ
determines the effective range of the interaction, or related
to the Compton wavelength λ ∼ 1=m�, where m� denotes
the particle mass which interacts with the EM photons. We
will now discuss how, by carefully selecting the exper-
imental parameters, we might hope to detect new close
range forces and the modifications to these by eliminating
the competing effects of the Coulomb and the CP
interactions. To determine the parameter space in which

FIG. 1. Configuration where the two spatial superpositions with
the splitting Δx are kept parallel to each other separated by a
distance r, d. The two spin states have been shown, the radius of
the spherical nanocrystal is R.

1The analogous system of quantum spatial superposition but
with the neutral masses has been considered in Refs. [12,13]. The
details of the entanglement phase evolution can be found in
Refs. [12,13,20]. In these papers, the quantum nature of the
graviton (spin-2 and spin-0 components of the quantum nature of
graviton was responsible for entangling the two superpositions,
see for a quantum field theory description [13,15]. Here, instead,
we consider the quantum nature of the photon to entangle the two
charged nanocrystals. Even the vacuum induced dipole-dipole
interaction which gives rise to CP potential is being mediated by
the virtual exchange of the photons [19].
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the Coulomb and the CP interactions cancel, we will
consider the entanglement phase due to each:

Δϕc ¼
t
ℏ

e2

4πε0

�
qaqb
r

−
qaqb
d

�
;

Δϕcp ¼ −
t
ℏ
23ℏc
4π

ϵ − 1

ϵþ 2

�
R6

ðr − 2RÞ7 −
R6

ðd − 2RÞ7
�
: ð4Þ

Thus, we require Δϕcðd; rÞ ¼ −Δϕcpðd; rÞ. To consider a
general situation, we use the parametrization; Δx ¼ βd,
r ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ β
p

d. This constrains

d ¼
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ β
p

− ð1þ βÞ−3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ β

p
− 1

23ℏcε0
e2

ϵ − 1

ϵþ 2

1

qaqb

�
1=6

R: ð5Þ

These results suggest that there are no solutions when
signðqaÞ ≠ signðqbÞ as this leads to a complex valued d.
The ability to detect a close range interaction within this
regime will then be determined by the parameter stability,
and the certainty from one run to the next. There is
however a significant issue of the acceleration induced by
the CP and the Coulomb interactions.
The two accelerations fail to cancel one another out,

and leave a significant residual acceleration, which is
only made larger by increasing the charges of the masses
(qa and qb). This poses a strong limiting factor without
some further mitigation strategy, which is what we will
now present.
Now, we will present the analysis of the experimental

configuration where we optimize the separation between the
two superpositions involved, such that the CP and the
Coulomb forces cancel. So that we are no longer optimizing
over both the average distance d andΔx. The two EM forces
are given by; FcpðxÞ ¼ −ð161ℏc=4πÞðϵ − 1=ϵþ 2ÞR6=
ðx − 2RÞ8, and FcðxÞ ¼ ðe2=4πε0Þðqaqb=x2Þ. We can
eliminate the net EM forces at a single distance d, which
gives FcpðdÞ ¼ −FcðdÞ. Setting d ¼ nR gives:

n2

ðn − 2Þ8 ¼
4π

161ℏc
ϵþ 2

ϵ − 1

qaqbe2

4πε0
; ð6Þ

which gives d ∼ 6R, for qa ¼ qb ¼ 1, d ∼ 4R, for
qa ¼ qb ¼ 10, and d ∼ 3R, for qa ¼ qb ¼ 100.
This limits the charges to be, q≲Oð10Þ. To allow a

significant separation between the two nanocrystals, we
will need to move into the regime where the forces only
approximately cancel. To do this, we would set the
minimum distance between the masses, d, to be such that
the force between them cancels. The superposition size Δx
can then be increased until the force between the distant
states (each at a distance of r from one another) becomes
significant. We will again use d ¼ nR to represent the exact

distance for which the forces cancel, and write r ¼ nRþ r0.
The residual force is then

Fnet ¼
�
161ℏc
4π

ϵ − 1

ϵþ 2

8

ðn − 2Þ9 −
e2qaqb
4πε0

2

n3

�
r0

R3
ð7Þ

Therefore, for example, when we take qa ¼ qb ¼ 1,
and n ¼ 6, we obtain Fnet ∼ 10−29r0=R3. This suggests
that, depending on the tolerable force, even r0 ≤ R could
be possible. In this case, the superposition size is
Δx ¼ ððnRþ r0Þ2 − n2R2Þ1=2. For the purpose of illustra-
tion and in the remainder of the paper, and specifically for
Figs. 2,3,5, we will take these optimized parameters,

d¼ 6R; r¼ 7R; Δx≈ 3.6R; q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 1: ð8Þ

We consider R ∈ f10−4 m; 10−5 m; 10−6 mg, equivalently
m ∈ f10−8 kg; 10−11 kg; 10−14 kgg. It is, however, known
that for a given mass m, the graviton vacuum gets displaced
and this corresponds to the number of excited gravitons
around the Minkowski vacuum which can be estimated by
the Bekenstein’s entropy [21]: Ng ¼ SBEK ∼ ðm=MpÞ2 [22].
For m ∼ 10−8 kg, it is actually Ng ∼ 1, and for lighter mass
Ng ≪ 1. It appears that Ng ∼Oð1Þ might dictate this subtle
distinction between one graviton excitation with many
graviton excitations in the vacuum. Here we have kept all
our masses below the Planck mass, i.e., m ≤ 10−8 kg.
Wewill now consider a novel strategy to mitigate the EM

induced phase through the tomography, i.e., experimental
timing. Specifically, given the total EM-induced entangle-
ment phase is Δϕem ¼ Δϕc þ Δϕcp, and provided the
experimental parameters (m, t, d and Δx) are tuned
sufficiently well, then ensuring

Δϕem ¼ Δϕc þ Δϕcp ¼ 2πn ð9Þ
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FIG. 2. von Neumann entropy with respect to time for all the
interactions. The shaded region shows the uncertainty in the
experimental parameters where the EM induced entanglement
is used as a baseline. Here we have taken R ¼ 10−4 m, αg ¼
0.01, λ ¼ 10−3.
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where n ∈ Z will remove any EM signal, leaving only the
discovery potential for the other macroscopic forces
beyond the SM.
This can be achieved by choosing an appropriate inter-

action time. If we are constraining the Yukawa potential,
then by using our set-up we can utilize the force canceling
region to enable a relative stable particle-particle interaction.
That is, little or no deflection of the masses due to their EM
interactions throughout the interferometry process. This can
be seen in Fig. (2), where the entanglement entropy induced
by the EM interaction between the two sub-systems
vanishes, while the other interactions do not vanish at a
specific point. Indeed, we have chosen a small snap-shot of
time for the purpose of illustration, we can indeed take a
larger time evolution. Just as an example, we have shown
here the entanglement entropy for the gravitational induced
Yukawa potential between the two systems do not vanish at
that specific time. The shaded region in the EM induced
entanglement denotes the uncertainties in the Coulomb and
CP potential due to uncertainties in the experimental
parameters, as discussed below.
The EM induced entanglement phases per unit time are

given by:

Δϕc

t
¼ 1

ℏ
e2

4πε0

�
qaqb
r

−
qaqb
d

�
∼ ð5 × 104=RÞ rad s−1

ΔϕCP

t
¼ 1

ℏ
23ℏc
4π

ϵ − 1

ϵþ 2

�
R6

ðr − 2RÞ7 −
R6

ðd − 2RÞ7
�

∼ −ð2 × 104=RÞ rad s−1: ð10Þ

For any interaction time t≳ 10−4R sec, the condition set
out in Eq. (9) can be readily made true. We will consider the
merit of two different scenarios of new physics.
(i) Departure from the Coulomb and the CP potential:

We will consider the acceptable levels of uncertainties in
the experimental parameters. To determine, approximately,
we will consider the uncertainties by taylor expanding
around their target values which suggests the Coulomb
interaction will be

Δϕcðd; rÞ þ δðΔϕcðd; rÞÞ
¼ Δϕcðd; rÞð1þ δt=tþ δd=dþ δr=rÞ
≡ Δϕcðd; rÞð1þ 3δ̃Þ; ð11Þ

where we have assumed every parameter has an equal
relative error δ̃ for simplicity. Similarly for the CP
interaction, we obtain

Δϕcpðd; rÞ þ δΔϕcpðd; rÞ ≈ Δϕcpðd; rÞð1þ 15δ̃Þ: ð12Þ

To ensure that the entanglement phases induced by the
EM interactions does not remove that sourced by the
Yukawa, δΔϕem ≪ ΔϕY and δΔϕem ≪ 1, where ΔϕY is

the entanglement phase induced by the Yukawa term. Thus
we will require jδΔϕemj < 1, which implies δ̃jð3Δϕcþ
15ΔϕcpÞj < 1, or using Eq. (10): δ̃ ≤ 10−6R=t. Similarly,
we must ensure that the gravitational interaction between
the masses do not induce a coherence destroying noise.
Given the gravitational entanglement phase is given by:
Δϕg ¼ Gm2tðr−1 − d−1Þ=ℏ, to keep the variance below the

unit phase will require δΔϕg ≈
40π2ρ2GR5t

189ℏ δ̃ < 1. Substituting
known values and assuming diamond is used gives then
gives the bound δ̃≲ 5 × 10−32t−1R−5. If we thus set
δ̃ ≈min f10−6R=t; 10−32t−1R−5g, then the Yukawa potential
will be the dominant entangling signal, provided jΔΦyj ≥ 1.
We then have a detectable Yukawa signal provided

αt
42ℏR

�
6e−

7R
λ − 7e−

6R
λ

�
≥ 1: ð13Þ

The Yukawa induced correction to the EM interaction
is shown in Fig. 3. Its worth noting that this corresponds
to the actual parameter uncertainties of: δd¼min
f10−6× ðR2=tÞ sec m−1;10−32× t−1R−4 sec m5g, and δt ¼
min f10−6 × R sec m−1; 10−32 × R−5 sec m5g. This sug-
gests that for a nanocrystal with a radius R ∼ 10−6 m we
will need the precision in time for the measurement to be
around 10−12 sec. This may pose a challenge but the recent
advancements of keeping track of the frequency ratio
measurements at 18-digit accuracy may be the way to track
the time evolution of the entanglement [23].
(ii) Axionlike particle detection: We can also consider

how our protocol may be sensitive to the axion modified
Coulomb potential. Following previous analyses [24],
assuming that the experiment involves distances larger
than the Compton wavelength of the axion mass, the axion
modified Coulomb potential is approximately given by:

UacðxÞ ¼ UcðxÞð1þ g2λ2ℏ2

π2c2x4 e
−x=λÞ where g is the coupling

strength and λ ¼ ℏ
mac

is the Compton wavelength of the
axion of mass ma. The entanglement phase detectability
requires Δϕac − δðΔϕacÞ > Δϕc þ δðΔϕcÞ, which leads to
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10–34
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R=10–5 m

R=10–6 m

FIG. 3. α − λ plot showing the region in which the Yukawa
potential dominates over the Casimir and Coulomb interactions
for different values of R. The solid and dashed lines correspond to
a total interaction time t ¼ 10−3, t ¼ 10−6 s, respectively.
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Δϕa > 2δðΔϕcÞ. The latter condition gives the bound for a
detectable g as

g≳
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6
π2c2

λ2ℏ2

�
1

r
−
1

d

��
e−r=λ

r5
−
e−d=λ

d5

�−1
δ̃

s
: ð14Þ

We can see that the current observational bounds arising
from [5,7,24–27] cover a large range of parameter space in
g;ma. We see that our current protocol will be sensitive to
constrain masses below ma ≤ 10−21 eV in future.
As such, taking the experimental set-up discussed above

with R ¼ 10 μm suggests a the detectable coupling
strength will be

g≳ 1035

λ

�
2e−

6

10−5λ − e−
7

10−5λ

�
−1=2

kg−1 ð15Þ

as shown in Fig. 4.
(iii) Departure from the Newtonian potential: Following

the above discussion, we can evaluate the entanglement
phase as sourced by the quantum origin of the gravitational
interaction [12,15,16] or as we will do here, a modification
to the Newtonian potential. We can parametrize the
departure from Newton’s law by the Yukawa potential [28]:

UYg
¼ Gm2

r
ð1þ αge−r=λÞ ð16Þ

In this case, a similar analysis as above, see Eq. (13)
translates to a sensitivity in the effective gravitational
coupling αg given by Fig. 5. Note that the sensitivity to
probe αg in the vicinity of 10−5 m is far improved than
what we have achieved in the torsion-balance experiments
αg ∼ 10−3 in the μm range [29]. Figure 5 shows the
experimental constraints from 2000 and 2007 of the same
group, see [29].

Large extra spatial dimensions [31,32] also modify the
gravitational potential very similar to the Yukawa modi-
fication, Eq. (16), see [30]. The extra dimensions are
compactified, which depends on the geometry of the
compactification. However, different compactification will
give rise to different αg in Eq. (16). If n extra dimensions
are compactified on a n-torus, then αg ¼ 2n, when on
n-spehere αg ¼ nþ 1, and in the case of string theory
compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifold it should be
αg ≤ 20 [30]. The corresponding αg − λ plot is shown in
Fig. 5 which suggests that our setup with entanglement
tomography is capable of detecting modifications to the
Newtonian potential for λ≳ 10−6 m, and eventually can
probe certain aspects of string theory or the presence of
large extra dimensions.2

To summarize, all the examples capture the importance
of entanglement based tomography as a protocol to test new
physics—whether it is in the EM sector or in the gravi-
tational sector. Indeed, there are many challenges from
creating charged superposition [34] in a levitated ion trap,
see [35–40], to preparing and cooling the ground state of

10–30 10–20 10–10 1

10–10

1

1010

1020

1030

Axion mass, ma (eV)

g
(G

eV
–1

)

R=10–5 m

R=10–6 m

Observations

FIG. 4. Plot showing the region in which the axion modified
Coulomb interaction is detectable using this entanglement based
detection for the two configurations. The observations shown
by the gray shaded region correspond to the combined results
of many separate observations, such as CASTþ SUMICO,
cosmology, supernovae-1987A, electron-positron collider
(LEP), OSCAR and PVLAS collaborations, compiled from
the Refs. [5,7,24–27].

10–7 10- 5 0.001 0.100

10–8

10–5

0.01

10

104

107

(m)

g

R=10–4 m

R=10–5 m

R=10–6 m

E–W 2020

E–W 2007

FIG. 5. αg − λ plot showing the region in which the Yukawa
modified Newtonian potential dominates over the Casimir and the
Coulomb interactions for different values of R. The solid and
dashed lines correspond to the total interaction time t ¼ 10−3,
t ¼ 10−6 s, respectively. The two black lines (solid and dashed)
correspond to the experimental results from the years 2007, 2020,
see [29]. The horizontal gray area shows the region in which
n-compact extra dimensions may be observable where αg ¼ 2n.
The typical range for αg ≤ 20 from string theory compactification
on a Calabi Yau manifold, see [30].

2Similarly, we can also constrain the hidden sector photon,
for which the modified Coulomb potential can be derived very
similar to the modification to the gravitational potential [33],
VðrÞ ¼ ½e2=ð4πϵ0rÞ�½1þ αe−mγ0 r�. Here mγ0 is the mass of the
hidden photon and

ffiffiffi
α

p
designates the coupling between the

hidden sector photon and the Standard Model photon, i.e.,
ð ffiffiffi

α
p

=2ÞXμνFμν. Xμν denotes the hidden sector photon and Fμν

denotes the Standard Model photon, and μν ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3. In this
scenario we can constrain mγ0 ≤ 10−17 eV for α ≥ 10−4. The
current constraints on the hidden sector photon mostly arises from
astrophysics, and they can constrain mγ0 ∼Oð10−10–10−15Þ eV,
see [33].
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the nanocrystal [41]. There will be constraints on the
decoherence [42], but we expect the decoherence rates
will be very similar to the case of the neutral crystal, as far
as the blackbody and the atmospheric interactions are
concerned for a micron size crystal with a mass of
∼10−17 Kg [20,43]. However, there are possible ways of
mitigating EM induced decoherence by creating a Faraday
cage, and also the gravity gradient and relative acceleration
noise [44].
To conclude, the entanglement based tomography could

potentially be a powerful protocol to detect new physics in
the IR. One can apply this technique to probe modifications
to GR including local [45] and nonlocal modifications of
classical and quantum gravity [46–48]. In physics beyond
the SM, we will be able to probe certain model dependent
parameters case by case [8,9,27]. The last reference
considered axion induced entanglement, however, not in
the context of EM background effects arising from
Coulomb and CP-induced entanglement.
In a model independent fashion the entanglement

based tomography can constrain the Yukawa parameters
α ≥ 10−35 for r ≥ 10−6 m for the new forces, and a similar
modification in the gravitational potential would yield

constraining αg ≥ 10−8 for r ≥ 10−6 m, nearly five-orders
of magnitude better than the current bounds arising from
the classical torsion-balanced experiment [29]. In this way
we can also place future constraints on the large extra
compact dimensions. Furthermore, in the case of axionlike
particle detection, we are sensitive to even smaller axion
masses (smaller than the existing constraints from various
astrophysical and cosmological observations), but not for
small couplings, see Fig. 4. Nevertheless, entanglement
tomography in conjunction with other datasets will be
extremely helpful to probe axion masses below 10−21 eV,
thereby probing both Yukawa type correction as well as
more sophisticated potentials arising due to axionlike
particles.
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